In the midst of going after one of his own big dreams in 2006, Mitch
Matthews hit a series of obstacles and setbacks. As a result, he was
on the brink of giving up and walking away from his dream.
Then Mitch was struck with the idea that we all have big dreams and
we’re not supposed to go after them alone. So he decided to invite
a group of friends to his house for a party. He called it the “BIG
Dream Gathering.”
Mitch asked everyone to write down their dreams and goals, and
post them on the walls. This way everybody could read each other’s
dreams and offer encouragement, connections or help.
It was supposed to go for a few hours but wound up lasting a full
week!
All sorts of dreams were launched as a result. Everything from a
young woman helping children in Africa to two dreamers scoring a
contract with NIKE!
These BIG Dream Gatherings have continued on campuses around
the country... producing amazing stories of dream connections,
dream experiences and dream jobs!
When you bring Mitch and the BIG Dream Gathering to your
campus, participants will be inspired to think about their big
dreams. Plus, they’ll be given real-world strategies for making those
dreams a reality!

”The BIG Dream Gathering is fun, inspiring,
equipping and it’s networking on steroids!”
~ Dr. Mollie Marti, Ph.D., The University of Iowa

Connect
with Mitch!
MitchMatthews.com
800.491.5316
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Frequently Asked Questions:
How does it work?
First, you are given a dreamer number so you can post your dreams and
goals anonymously. Then Mitch kicks it off with a 40-minute talk about the
fun and inspirational story behind the BIG Dream Gathering. Plus he shares
some powerful principles that will help you to get clear on your dreams and
achieve them! Then everyone gets to post their dreams and encourage other
dreamers! Afterwards, you will get your dream sheets back so you can go
after those dreams and achieve them!

“Delta Sigma Pi LOVED Mitch. His
presentation was fabulous due to its
relevance at this crucial time in our
lives! I received very positive feedback!
Thanks so much!”

Stephanie Simko
Delta Sigma Pi
University of Connecticut

BEST SPEAKER IN 4 YEARS!
“It was so important for me to hear
Mitch Matthews because he helped me
to exceed my potential and capture my
dreams. He was the best speaker I heard
in my 4 years of college! Bring him to
your campus!”

Megan Reiss
Drake University

UNLEASH GAME CHANGERS!
“If you want your campus to be filled
with game changers and the Steve Jobs
of our generation, you NEED to bring
Mitch to your school! He’s incredible!”

Lindsay Palmer
Duquesne University

GREAT FOR A CAMPUS!

What can happen?
For a lot of people, the BIG Dream Gathering is the first time they have really
gotten clear on some of their big dreams and goals. Plus, it’s an incredibly
powerful experience to write those dreams down and be able to post them
anonymously. It’s like you’re getting to draw a line in the sand and take
a stand for your dreams. Then the connections start to happen! These
gatherings have helped people to find dream internships and jobs, launch
businesses, run marathons, start non-profits, make movies, write books and
drive monster trucks (yeah... we said monster trucks), and the list goes on and
on!

What are some of the craziest stories?
You just never know what is going to happen when you get a group of people
together for the express purpose of thinking about their big dreams and
helping each other to achieve them. We’ve had everything from a college
senior get help connecting with her dream job at Pixar, to a student with a
passion for photography score a mentor who was a Pulitzer-Prize winning
photographer. We’ve had a junior with an idea for a non-profit get the
funding he needed to get things started, all the way to a senior who wanted
to learn how to sail competitively be given a sail boat by a successful alumni!
Again, it’s always amazing to see what happens when people come together to
dream big!

“Mitch and the BIG Dream Gathering
are great for a college campus because
they give students, faculty and the
community an opportunity to learn
from and inspire each other in a setting
where they are all on the same level
as dreamers, free from the traditional
hierarchy of an educational institution.”

Allie Born
John Pappajohn Entrepreneurial Center

CONNECTIONS AND DRIVE!
“Mitch is a phenomenal speaker and
delivers a message that no one else
out there is doing. I left the BIG Dream
Gathering with more connections, drive
and excitement than I’d ever had! It
fueled my desire to work hard and follow
my dreams!”

Amanda Boleyn
University of Iowa

NEVER A DULL MOMENT!
“Mitch is great! Never a dull moment!
He’s unlike any speaker I’ve ever seen.”

Zac Hansen
St. Cloud State University

What do people learn?
The power and importance of dreaming big. Strategies for clarifying and
achieving those dreams. Powerful and applicable networking skills.

Let’s inspire your campus to dream BIGGER!

!

Contact Mitch 800.491.5316
ContactUs@MitchMatthews.com

EMPOWER EVERYONE!
“Mitch will bring so much energy and
empower everyone in the room!”

Carlos Marquez
Delta Sigma Pi
Florida Atlantic University

